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Introduction
ACIS 2017 was held at Opal Cove Resort, Coffs Harbour, from 29 January to
2 February 2017.
The symposium programme offered four days of stimulating and thought
provoking sessions and showcasing speakers. The conference commenced
with registration at 2.30pm on Sunday 29 January, and the Welcome
Reception was held outside on the Pool Terrace of the hotel that evening. The
2017 ACIS sessions commenced on Monday 30 January at 8.30am. The
programme format consisted of plenary & concurrent sessions, trade displays,
a poster session and social functions.

Delegate Testimonials:
“Excellent programme and location, very good networking opportunities, excellent organization.
I was particularly impressed by the strong commitment to equality and diversity, strengthened by two
dedicated sessions outside of the scientific programme and the good gender balance in speakers.”
“good scientific presentations, networking, catching up with colleagues, enough time to discuss,
excellent program”
“ACIS was by far the most congenial conference/symposium I have been to and this is largely down to
the friendly and approachable nature of the senior delegates. The field is very collegiate, resulting in a
constructive environment for discussion/debate and it would be great to see this atmosphere
maintained into the future as the next generation become senior delegates.”
“The most well-organized conference I have attended. The best was that everything was on time so I
could attend all the sessions I wanted to. The venue was also great as well. Thanks so much for
putting it together. Also thank you for not printing the abstracts. I really feel that it is not necessary
and it wastes resources.”

Venues
The symposium was held at Opal Cove Resort, Opal Boulevard, Coffs Harbour
NSW 2450
Plenary sessions were held in the Ballroom. Breakout sessions were held in
Osprey, Currawong and Shearwater (the Ballroom split into 3rds).
The registration desk, exhibition and poster boards were in the Foyer area of
the hotel, with lunch being held in the exhibition area and the Opals Room.
Morning and afternoon tea was served throughout the exhibition area.
The Welcome Reception was held outside on the Pool Terrace at Opal Cove.
The conference Dinner was held at Aanuka Beach Resort, 11 Firman Drive,
Coffs Harbour, NSW 2450, a 5 minute coach transfer from Opal Cove. Some
delegates stayed at Aanuka Beach Resort.
Kingfisher was used as the conference secretariat room.
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Key Dates
Abstracts Opened

20 June 2016

Registration Open

1 July 2016

Original Abstract Deadline

1 September 2016

Extended Abstract Deadline

15 September 2016

Notification of Acceptance

21 October 2016

Presenter Registration

1 November 2016

Earlybird Registration

18 November 2016

POSTER abstract submissions deadline

1 December 2016

ANN Bursary Deadline

7 December 2016

ANN Bursary Notification

15 December 2016

Symposium

29 January to 2 February 2017

Organising Committee
Prof. Gunther Andersson (Chair), Flinders University
Dr. Bryn Coad (Co-Chair), The University of Adelaide
Prof. Vincent Craig (Treasurer), Australian National University
Dr. Rico Tabor (Social Program Coordinator), Monash University
Aminreza Khodabandeh (Committee), University of Tasmania
Jane Yeaman & Sarah Robinson (Conference Secretariat), Tulips Meetings
Management
The ACIS Conference Committee convened monthly by tele-conference.
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Theme Chairs
1. Thin Liquid Films and Surface Coatings
Theme Chairs: A/Prof. Chiara Neto and Dr. Tim Davey
2. Hierarchical Assembly of Nanomaterials
Theme Chairs: Prof. K. Swaminathan-Iyer and A/Prof. Zhi Ping (Gordon) Xu
3. Biointerfaces
Theme Chairs: Dr. Bryan Coad, Dr. Laurence Meagher, Dr. Ingo Koeper and
Prof. Gunther Andersson
4. Nanobubbles
Theme Chairs: Prof. Vincent Craig and A/Prof. Xuehua Zhang
5. Controlled Release of Bioactives
Theme Chairs: Dr. Wye-Khay Fong and Dr. Nicky Thomas
6. Scattering and Self-Assembly
Theme Chairs: Dr Charlotte Conn and Dr. Rico Tabor
7. Frontiers in Colloid and Interface Science
Theme Chairs: Prof. Raymond Dagastine and Dr. Alison Tasker

Program
An online call for abstracts was set-up with Oxford Abstracts and Tulips
managed this process. Abstracts were reviewed by reviewers online. The
ACIS 2017 theme chairs were responsible for the selection of keynote
speakers with Tulips Meeting Management sending out speaker confirmations
and bookings. Tulips Liaised with all presenters in regards to their
requirements such as Audio Visual requests, registration and accommodation
bookings.
The poster session was held on Monday 2 February between 4.05pm and
6.05pm, followed by an evening plenary session. Posters were placed on the
marked poster board before 8.30am on Monday morning, and removed
before the completion of lunch on Thursday afternoon.
ACIS awarded best student poster prizes to encourage participation and to
recognize excellence. Recipients were determined on the basis of the
scientific content and quality of presentation, and were judged by the
keynote speakers.
All posters were judged and the highest scoring students were awarded the
prizes. The winners were announced in the plenary session on Monday
evening and an award was placed on their posters, which remained up until
Thursday. The winners were given the opportunity to give a short 10 minute
oral presentation before the closing session on Thursday. Unfortunately, one
student had to leave early so could not present. The prizes, 2 x iPad mini’s
and certificates, were presented during the Symposium Dinner on
Wednesday. The winners were Joanne Du, Monash University and Brianna
Knowles, University of Wollongong.
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A lunchtime panel session for students and early career researchers was held
on Tuesday 31 January, the topic was What does a great resume look like?
Planning your early career in academia and industry. The session was open
to students and ecr’s only and was sponsored by Specs.
An afternoon panel session on The Changing Landscape of Professional
Scientific Life was arranged by Wye Khay Fong and included in the ACIS
program. Jenny Martin from the University of Queensland gave a talk, and
then joined other panellists Charlotte Conn and Erica Wanless. The session
was sponsored by ACIS and Monash University.
Several delegates attended from Germany and arranged a private meeting
and seminar to coincide with the Symposium. They covered all expenses
associate with AV and room hire of their meeting.
The ACIS Annual General Meeting was held from 2:45pm to 3:45pm on
Wednesday 1 February 2017. All delegates were encouraged to attend but
voting was open to ACIS members only.
Presenters were asked to email their PowerPoint presentations to the
Secretariat in advance, however not many were received. The majority were
handed into the Registration Desk on arrival on USB Drive. They were then
pre-loaded onto the notebooks in advance of the sessions. Several
presenters opted to use their own laptops to present with. Switchers were
provided in the breakout rooms to facilitate this.
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Printing
The onsite program was A5 in size, cover below. A book of abstracts was not
provided this year. Instead delegates were able to download abstracts from the
website.

Presenters were given the chance to check the final abstract book online and
to send in any last-minute changes.
A delegate list was provided in the delegate satchels.
Delegates also received a program at a glance card, which slotted in behind
their name badges.
Delegates were given a choice of bags, either a jute carry bag with green trim
or a black and blue messenger bag. They were equally popular.
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Delegate satchels contained a program book, delegate list and sponsor
satchel inserts. They also contained sunscreen and a novelty item from the
Big Banana, Coffs Harbour. Items included playing cards, water pistols,
frisbees, drink bottles, stress toys, keyrings, magnets, erasers and fridge
magnets. Delegates were able to swap items with each other, encouraging
networking during the event.

Social Events
Full registration included attendance at the Welcome Reception on Sunday
evening, morning tea, lunch and afternoon tea from Monday to Thursday and,
the poster session on Monday.
ACIS Welcome Reception, 5.30pm – 7.30pm, Sunday 29 January 2017
The Welcome Reception was held on Sunday on the Pool Terrace at Opal Cove
Resort. This allowed late arrivals to join without having to leave the resort.
Canapés and drinks were served throughout the 2 hour function. A Welcome
to Country (including Gumbaynggirr language, dance and song was provided
by Clark Webb, Wajaana Yaam.
Tickets were included for full delegates and $66 for exhibitors, day delegates
and guests.
Poster Session, 4.05pm to 6.05pm, Monday 30 January 2017
Drinks and canapes were held in the foyer and exhibition area throughout het
poster session. Even numbered poster presenters were at their posters for
the first hour and odd numbered presenters for the second hour.
The second plenary session followed the poster session. The program was set
out this way to maximize attendance, and it worked well.
ACIS Dinner, 7.00pm – 11.00pm, Wednesday 1 February 2017
The ACIS 2017 Dinner was held at the nearby Aanuka Beach Resort, outside
on the lawns, with views out to the ocean. Erica Wanless was MC and Vince
Craig was the after dinner speaker. A lectern was provided outside so delegates
did not have to leave their seats to hear the speeches, however this meant that
there was no screen for ppt presentations. Delegates were entertained by a
Matt McLaren, a keyboard player and singer in the Norman James room just
behind the lawns. Tickets were available at a subsidised cost of $88 for full
delegates and $132 for exhibitors, day delegates and guests.
Theming was arranged through Aanuka Beach Resort, and included candle rose
bowl centre pieces, fairy lights in the surrounding hedges and strings of lights
over the tables.
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Promotion/Publicity
Expression of Interest
Potential delegates were given the option of telephoning or emailing the
conference secretariat with their details to be added to the database to receive
future information.
Registration Information
All registration information was available online with an online secure
registration form.
The Conference Website
The website was designed and maintained by Tulips via Cvent. The website
consisted of a Home Page and various sub-pages including; Fees, Sponsorship,
Program, Presenters, Accommodation, Committee, Abstracts, Venue &
Location. The pages were updated constantly to ensure viable information was
provided to both potential and confirmed delegates. The domain www.acis2017
.com was purchased to hose the Symposium site.
Email Promotion
Html emails were designed within Cvent and distributed to potential delegates.
ACIS included the symposium in member and Colloid community updates. The
broadcast emails consisted of; abstract submission closing dates, reminders of
the closing date for Early-bird Registration fees, program information and final
conference information. The broadcast emails promoted new information
including keynote speaker information, additions to the program and always
showcased the conference website link for further information. A detailed
conference update was distributed to all confirmed delegates approximately
two weeks prior to the conference and was also available to download from the
website.
Emails included:
Call for Abstracts – 20 June 2016
Registration now Open – 1 July 2016
Newsletter 1 – 8 August 2016
Newsletter 2 – 25 August 2016
Call for Abstracts Close – 31 August 2016
Abstracts Extended – 5 September 2016
Extended Abstracts Close – 15 September 2016
Newsletter 3 – 17 November 2016
Program Released - 28 November 2016
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Banners
PowerPoint slides with information about the Symposium were used by
committee members to promote it during talks they gave at other events.
Committee members were also encouraged to put conference details at the
bottom of their email signatures.
Website promotion
The conference was listed on several external websites including:
ATAScientific.com.au, Physicsworld.com, 10times.com, RSC.org, raci.org.au,
internano.org, iacis, mep.net.au, nanowerk.com, rheology.org.au,
newspec.com.au, ansto.gov.au, ainse.edu.au, specs.de, Sydney.edu.au,
colloidsgroup.org.uk, xenocs.com, ascass.org, nanotech-now.com, ecisweb.au, sciencedirect.com, soci.org, eventful.com.
App
For the first year the Symposium had an app. It was provided through
guidebook, a free app (provided downloads do not exceed 200). It provided
information on the sponsors, exhibitors, speakers, program, authors,
delegates and venue, and provided a link to the twitter #ACIS2017. Due to
time limitations it was not possible to have the abstracts linked within the
app. Instead these were provided through the website.
Twitter
Whilst the Symposium didn’t have a twitter account it supplied a # and
encouraged delegates to post throughout the event. The feed can be seen in
appendix 2.
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Attendee Data
201 participants attended the conference.

No. of
Delegates

% of
delegates

Australian Capital Territory
New South Wales

6
39

3%
19%

Queensland
South Australia

14
10

7%
5%

Tasmania
Victoria

1
52

0%
26%

Western Australia
Canada

4
2

2%
1%

China
Czech Republic
Denmark
France
Germany
Ireland
Japan
Netherlands
New Zealand
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
South Korea
Taiwan
United Kingdom
USA
TOTAL Delegates

5
1
1
1
14
1
12
2
10
2
4
1
2
9
8
201

2%
0%
0%
0%
7%
0%
6%
1%
5%
1%
2%
0%
1%
4%
4%
100%

Work State / Country (if not Australia)
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Earlybird registration closed on 18 November 2016.
Number of registrants per week
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Accommodation
2 accommodation options were offered for the conference.
able to book online through the registration process.

Delegates were

Opal Cove Resort
Available Rooms
Single Resort Room inc Breakfast for 1
Single Resort Room inc Breakfast for 2
Twin Resort Room inc Breakfast for 2
Executive Suite inc breakfast for 1
2 Bedroom Villa (room only)
3 Bedroom Villa (room only)
4 Bedroom Villa (room only)

Rate per Night
$157.00
$178.00
$178.00
$270.00
$280.00
$320.00
$500.00

130 rooms (589 room nights) were booked.
Aanuka Beach Resort
(5 minute drive from Opal Cove Resort).
Available Rooms
Hotel Studio Room inc breakfast for 2
Paradise Spa Bure inc breakfast for 2
2 bedroom spa villa inc breakfast for up to 4

Rate per Night
$180.00
$210.00
$339.00

7 rooms (28 room nights) were booked.
Opal Cove Resort sold out of rooms before the conference. A waiting list was
kept and any cancellations were replaced.
Due to the cost, bus transfers were not provided from Aanuka Beach Resort.
Delegates were advised they needed to provide their own transport.
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Sponsorship and Exhibition
ACIS 2017 Sponsors
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Recommendations for next Conference
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

Decide on the ACIS chair as early as possible, the best would be
actually at the previous conference. Committees could then be
formed already.
The culture of ACIS has changed from a tendency to be a “mate’s
culture” to a more integrative culture. We would recommend to keep
this style of conference.
It was helpful to work as committee. We were 6 persons including
the chair and one student representative and Sarah from Tulips. The
number seemed to be fine, we worked effectively. Meetings were
initially monthly and from November about fortnightly.
Program
i. We made the decision that 3 parallel session should be
aimed for in order to give as many as possible delegates the
chance for an oral presentation. This seems to be the right
approach although later it seemed as if we had too many
slots. However, delegates would have potentially not
registered if they would not have the opportunity to give an
oral presentation. Thus offering later an oral presentation
would not have helped these people.
ii. Having the Alexander lecture after the posters was
effective. It led to a good attendance at both.
iii. The communication in regard to decision making about
abstracts needs to be very clear between conference chair
and theme chairs. The theme chairs made
recommendations and the conference chair then the final
decision.
iv. The responsibility of theme chairs to raise the sponsorship
money has to be made very clear to the theme chairs.
v. When abstracts get re-assigned to another theme that is
not necessarily recorded on the ACIS submission website. It
would be helpful to change that such that abstracts
assignments are always clearly indicated. It would be good
to have a category for the invited/keynote speakers in the
submission system. It might be there already but was not
used by all invited/keynote speakers
We need to look carefully at how we decide/organize themes. The
current model seems to work quite well and we should be selling it
to our membership better – organizing a theme is a great way to
organize a mini- conference with minimal effort - but we have to pay
attention to the topics to make sure they work overall. In particular
we need to incorporate some topics that bring in new blood and
people from overseas (but not too many). It would be great to
somehow cover enough topics that not everyone wants to speak into
frontiers!
We have an informal system whereby anyone who has given a
Plenary or Keynote is not eligible for the next two conferences for
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7.

8.

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

14.

15.

these talks. We think this is a good system and would recommend
to make it more formal.
We have a policy that people are only offered 1 oral slot. We often
get a lot of push and shove about this. Again we should stick to this
rule and perhaps we should formalize it. If formalized this policy
could be on the website.
The venue for the dinner has set an environment which the
committee was aiming for. The alternative venue, the Surf Club, was
an acceptable venue as well but lesser suitable to change the culture
of the conference.
It is important that someone keeps a master list of potential
sponsors and who has approached whom. Sponsors do not like to be
contacted by various persons for the same purpose.
Conference app was good but was demanding in getting setup.
Giving the poster prize winners an opportunity to speak needs to be
checked against them not having done before an oral presentation.
At ACIS 2017 that should actually not have happened because each
delegate should have only one presentation. However, there had
been some late changes and accidentally the poster prize winner
had actually given an oral presentation before.
Contacting other colloid conferences early (e.g. Pacific, Japanese,
European, American) for promoting ACIS is helpful.
We currently have a system where the conference fee for members
is discounted by the cost of membership and many members renew
when they sign up for the conference. This is really popular with our
members but causes great confusion for the organisers, as it is
difficult to keep the membership lists up to date in the lead up to
the conference and the finances get really complicated. Just not
doing this seems to be risky and we might lose members. I don't
have a solution at this stage. Alongside this I think we should really
try to move to a biennial membership. Having people sign up for
two years would alleviate some of these problems and lead to
smoother processes all around.
If an out of town venue is selected in 2019 we should look at
running a shuttle onto town and/or optional dinners on free
evenings, which delegates can book in advance. This will give
delegate the option of a change of scenery and a chance to
experience more of the local area.
The outdoor dinner was a great success. However, if one is
arranged in the future there needs to be sufficient lighting once it
gets dark. Advance notice should be given to delegates in case of
insect allergies and sufficient insect repellent be available.
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Appendix 1: Post Conference Feedback
53 delegates completed the online evaluation summary.
Please rate the following: Overall content of the program

Overall Content of the Program
4%

33%

63%

Excellent

•
•
•
•

Good

Satisfactory

Excellent, A good range of interesting topics at forefront of fields
Good, Broad and interesting, a little short on materials
Good, mixed. Some good talks, some very poor talks. I think it would be important to bring in
some good
Good, Was expecting more for some sessions

Please rate the following: Content of the plenary and keynote presentations you attended

Content of the plenary and keynote
presentations you attended
4%

28%

68%

Excellent

•
•
•
•
•

Good

Satisfactory

Excellent, Kathleen Stebe was great value
Excellent, Excellent choice of speakers
Good, Some were rather (Australian) insider-oriented but overall good
Excellent, The talks were all of high standard
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Please rate the following: Content of the oral presentations you attended

Content of the oral presentations you attended

41%
51%

8%

Excellent

•
•
•
•
•

Satisfactory

Good

Excellent, Good, they were not low-level presentations, range was from excellent to good
Excellent, Oral program overall was of a superb standard
Excellent, All were well presented and covered material well.
Good, Average above other conferences
Good, I believe some students had last min offer for talk and should look into a prize for best
student oral presentation

Please rate the following: Content and presentation of the posters
• Excellent, Good, they were not low-level posters, range was from excellent to good
• Excellent, Very strong showing from the posters - top quality
• Excellent, I personally thought the poster session should have been two different session instead.
• Good, Overall all posters were of high standards but it may be nice to suggest a restriction to
allow multiple pages as a poster. Shows a lack of preparation and gives a bad impression to other
poster presenters
Did you feel the conference themes were relevant?
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Of the Conference Sessions you attended, which session/presentation did you find most relevant and
informative and why?
• Scattering and Self-assembly as it was much more focussed than the Frontiers of Colloid and
Interface Science session by its nature.
• Nanobubbles, I work in the area
• The Biointerfaces theme, being in my research field, was most interesting.
In addition, the special session on achieving gender representation in science was an excellent
initiative.
• Kathleen Stebe: Great presentation dynamic and interesting science.
Joe Berry: relevant to my own work and well-presented
Tobias Kraus: relevant to my own work and well-presented
Craig Priest: relevant to my own work and well-presented
Equity talk: thought provoking
• Nanobubbles, because it is my field of research and shares so much interests with colloids and
interfaces classic studies.
• Spectacular science across all the themes and sessions attended.
• Pretty much all: scattering, hierarchical materials, biointerfaces, posters
• Nanobubble (my topic)
• Scattering and Self-Assembly and Frontiers in Colloid and Interfacial Science as they are most
relevant to my research and contained many leading experts in the field.
• Frontiers in Colloid and Interface Science
This session included experimental and theory of interfaces. It also included surfaces forces of
colloids and interfaces, which is my research field.
• I went to a mixture.
• thin liquid films and surface coatings
• Frontiers in Colloid and Interface science was relevant for me as I work closely with surface
properties and interfaces
• Scattering theme, obviously! It's my jam. Loved Alex Routh's keynote too, and Greg's plenary.
• Controlled Release of Drug as my research area
• Nano bubble session, especially surface nanobubble topic is excellent for me.
• Frontiers
• I did not believe one stood out above the others; I found them all relevant and informative.
• Scattering and Self-assembly
and
Frontiers in Colloid and Interface Science
because they're most relevant to my research
• Nanobubble session, which is the most relevant to our current study work.
• As a food scientist, I found the section on frontiers in colloids and interface the most relevant as
there was several presentations on food colloid systems there.
• There were presentations in surfaces and Biointerfaces that were very relevant to me.
• Lara Gamble's plenary on ToF-SIMS. Was interesting and comprehensive and very relevant for the
biointerfaces theme
• Nanobubbles session as it is the closest from my work.
• Nanobubble
Prof Beatie`s presentation
• I cannot pinpoint one since there were many quite interesting. Among them, I liked very much
the talk by Christopher Graham Bolton (OC089 Tracking the 3D position and orientation of
diffusing nanoparticles)
• 'Frontiers' ... I also liked 'Self-Assembly' and 'Thin Films' and (in moderation) 'Nanobubbles'. These
are more my research area - interested in the more physical rather than bio/chemical content.
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•
•

•
•
•

Although not my field, the Nanobubbles session was very interesting. Apart from that: some
outstanding lectures throughout the program
Some of the nanobubbles talks were good.
Xuehua Zhang, Holger Schoenherr, CD OH.
The nanobubble sessions unfortunately also contained poor talks.
My project is most relevant to the scattering and delivery sessions. Therefore, I found them more
informative than other sessions
Biointerfaces, Nanobubbles and thin films
nanobubbles

Did you use the Symposium App?

Did you take time to visit the exhibitors?

What would encourage you to interact more with the Symposium sponsors and exhibitors?
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•
•
•

Other: A real demo of an instrument might be nice
Other: Funding to purchase the instruments on sale
Other: Have previously attended exhibitor's presentations before at university.

•
•

Other: more and better booths with more instruments
Other: The exhibits were not relevant to my research field. A wider variety of exhibits would be
better.

Did you attend one of the exhibitor Live Demonstrations

Please rate the conference venue regarding: Location and Accessibility

Location and Accessibility
12%
8%
42%

38%

Excellent

•
•
•
•
•

•

Good

Poor

Satisfactory

Poor, Too far from Coffs Harbour
Excellent, Excellent location
Satisfactory, Location was very beautiful, but it was difficult to access the airport and restaurants
for dinner
Poor, Too far away from bars/ restaurants/shops
Good, We were very out of the way and since there were 2 nights of free activity, this made it
very costly and inconvenient. Either have those nights as social events that people can pay for if
required or arrange free shuttle bus services for attendees. Otherwise, better location or suggest
that it'll be wise to hire a car.
Satisfactory, It's nice, but it's hard to get to
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Please rate the conference venue regarding: Facilities

Facilities

16%
4%

31%

49%

Excellent

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Good

Poor

Satisfactory

Good, Overall good, but WIFI terrible
Poor, Lack of air-conditioning in main area
Good, The foyer was quite hot, and some of the rooms also got hot
Good, Horrible wi-fi
Good, A little tired but still fine. It did get a bit hot at times.
Satisfactory, Wi-Fi was poor, conference rooms were a bit stuffy
Good, too small rooms - also I did not like the table arrangement.
Satisfactory, Air-con seemed asthmatic.
Satisfactory, The room set up was unsuitable for the meeting. Not enough chairs, not easy to get
in or out...
Satisfactory, The conference spaces were really good. My room was a bit 'meh' compared to
grand chancellor!
Good, WIFI was a little unreliable
a bit formal
Satisfactory, the room at the back of the building close to noisy fan-blowers running 24h/day
Good, Room service was great however ducting perhaps it is old... was very dusty
Satisfactory, Some rooms were too small, and the way the chairs and tables were laid out didn't
help.
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Please rate the conference venue regarding: Quality of catering

Quality of Catering

12%
10%

40%

38%

Excellent

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Good

Poor

Satisfactory

Poor, I got food poisoning!
Poor, Poor response to capsicum allergy, although I spoke with the catering staff every day.
Excellent, Though some people got sick - I'm ignoring that
Poor, many people got food-poisoned....
Good, Would be excellent, but i got the food poisoning!
Poor, Stomach bug from the premises
Satisfactory, I have had better catering at conferences before. The catering seems like it was on
budget. Would have preferred more hot food. Even just takeaway pizza would have been better.
Satisfactory, First two days had very little vegetarian options
Poor, I was one of the ones who came down with food poisoning during the event.

Please rate the conference venue regarding: Quantity of food and beverages provided

Quantity of food and beverages provided
4%

12%

42%

42%

Excellent

•
•

Good

Poor

Satisfactory

Good, At first I was impressed with the quality of the food, then ...
Excellent, About 10 people who fell ill with vomiting, but it is hard to tell whether it was due to
the food
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•
•
•
•

Satisfactory, Somewhat short meal times - they could have left the buffet 30 min longer
Good, quality counts!
Satisfactory, But didn't eat for nearly 2 days see above
Excellent, The food provided during the break sessions were great. No changes required.

Please rate the conference venue regarding: Variety of food and beverages available

Variety of food and beverages available

33%
48%

17%

Excellent

Poor

Satisfactory

2%

Good

Poor, Given we were out of town, some other places for dinner would have been good.
Satisfactory, Fewer big sweet things at tea breaks?
Satisfactory, Overall for lunch and break, the food is satisfactory but I believe lunch could have been
better.
Did you stay at the Opal Cove Resort?

•
•

Other: I left it too late and booked alternative accommodation
Other: accommodation at opal cove was booked out. I stayed elsewhere.
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Please rate the overall registration process: Online registration system

Online registration system
4%
21%

75%

Excellent

•

Good

Satisfactory

Good, Was easy to follow however I know that some students did not know of the opportunity to
apply for travel grant and would have appreciated more information

Please rate the overall registration process: Website

Website
6%

33%
61%

Excellent

•
•
•

Good

Satisfactory

Satisfactory, The website was a bit clunky, and the design a bit dated, opening many tabs in one
session.
Good, I found it a bit difficult to find what I wanted
Good, The artificially narrowed viewport hides information
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Please rate the overall registration process: Correspondence and updates

Correspondence and updates
7.69%

28.85%
63.46%

Excellent

•
•
•

Good

Satisfactory

Good, The updates and delegate info was attached on the main page however the details may
have been easier to access if it was made into another tab-webpage
Satisfactory, emails ended up in junk-mail. and there were too many emails
Good, a bit too many 'last minute' updates

Please rate the overall registration process: Abstract submission system

Abstract submission system
4%

31%

65%

Excellent

•

Good

Satisfactory

Excellent, Very straight forward
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Please rate the overall registration process: Onsite registration

Onsite registration
4%
22%

74%

Excellent

•

Good

Satisfactory

Excellent, Felt very friendly - a nice start to the conference. I think this is a nice touch for our
delegates

Did you receive timely notification of key deadlines and information?
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Please rate the Welcome Reception regarding: Venue

Welcome Reception Venue
4%

16%

27%

53%

Did not attend

•

Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Satisfactory, Opal cove in general was dated

Please rate the Welcome Reception regarding: Food and Beverages

Welcome Reception food and beverages
10%

12%

28%

50%

Did not attend

•
•

Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Good, Better quality beer would have been nice
Good, Given the ACIS Code of Conduct (which I applaud) is it still okay to have an open bar?
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Please rate the Welcome Reception regarding: Welcome to Country

Welcome to Country
8%

14%

30%

48%

Did not attend

•
•
•
•

Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

missed it unfortunately, Did not attend
Excellent, I liked this - a bit different.
Good, This kind of thing is improving in Australia and needs to be encouraged
Excellent, Very interesting and interactive

Please rate the Poster Session regarding: Poster layout

Poster Layout

26%

28%

46%

Excellent

•
•
•
•

Good

Satisfactory

Satisfactory, Spacing between parallel posters made it hard to move between
Satisfactory, Light was not ideal
Satisfactory, too little space, as usual
Satisfactory, Was difficult to get into the posters by the wall
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Please rate the Poster Session regarding: Timing of the poster session

Timing of Poster Session

12%
6%
49%

33%

Excellent

•
•
•

Good

Poor

Satisfactory

Good, The time slot was good but by the first hour I was getting bored
Excellent, Really liked it being at the beginning of conference
Poor, 2 posters at the same day is inappropriate

Please rate the Poster Session regarding: Poster Prizes (iPads)

Poster prizes (iPads)
2%

2%

44%
52%

Did not attend

•
•

Excellent

Good

Poor

As suggested to Rico - slightly smaller, but more prizes would benefit the students
Good, I know that this drew students in, not that this is the point per se
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Please rate the Poster Session regarding: Food and beverage

Poster Session Food and Beverage

12%
40%

48%

Excellent

•

Good

Satisfactory

Good, Very good food. OK beer.

Please rate the dinner regarding: Location and Atmosphere

Dinner Location and Atmosphere
2%
6%
22%

70%

Did not attend

•
•
•

Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Excellent, I really enjoyed this!
Excellent, Fantastic outdoor location
Satisfactory, Walking distance would have been better
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Please rate the dinner regarding: Food and Beverages

Dinner food and beverages
2%

2%

22%
22%

52%

Did not attend

•
•
•
•

Excellent

Good

Poor

Satisfactory

Excellent, Good response from catering concerning food allergies.
didn't eat or drink
Good, Given the ACIS Code of Conduct (which I applaud) is it still okay to have an open bar?
Satisfactory, took very long

Please rate the dinner regarding: Speeches

Dinner speeches
8%
21%
14%

14%
43%

Did not attend

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Excellent

Good

Poor

Satisfactory

Satisfactory, Well - probably geared at the Australians
Poor, Very provincial. 'Jokes' only for a small minority of white-old-locals. Unscientific and
provincial.
Excellent, There should be prizes for B1 and B2
Poor, Lot of inside jokes that 80% of people, including myself, didn't get.
Poor, Could not hear properly
Excellent, Well done. Fun but not cringeworthy. I appreciated that we had managed to get out of
the gutter
Poor, The speech was terrible, very peculiar.
Excellent, Erica and Vince did a fantastic job!
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Please rate the dinner regarding: Entertainment

Dinner entertainment
4%

8%
23%

10%

55%

Did not attend

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Excellent

Good

Poor

Satisfactory

Excellent, Musician was great
Excellent, Mark was excellent
Excellent, Matt's performance was amazing!!!
Excellent, Awesome musician
Satisfactory, Could not hear properly
Excellent, Outstanding
Excellent, Matt was fantastic
Excellent, BEST entertainment EVER!!!!
Excellent, Fantastic during the dinner and thereafter
Poor, We should be our own intellectual entertainment! No need to bring in people from outside
for that.

Please rate your overall Conference experience:

Comments:
Nil
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Were your symposium expenses justified by your overall experience?

Yes and no (please comment further): $1000 seems a bit much for what it was
Yes and no (please comment further): I'm used to cheaper venues
Yes and no (please comment further): Registration fee could be a little cheaper.
Yes and no (please comment further): It's overly expensive
Yes and no (please comment further): I struggle to see where all the money goes, and there was a bit of
'capture' by the resort here (i.e. impractical to stay elsewhere)
What do you think the strengths were of ACIS 2017?
• Excellent programme and location, very good networking opportunities, excellent organization.
I was particularly impressed by the strong commitment to equality and diversity, strengthened by
two dedicated sessions outside of the scientific programme and the good gender balance in
speakers.
• Great science from a great community.
• Large numbers was a big plus. Many new faces, which was pleasing. Location was really good,
different but very Australian. A patrolled beach might have got me into the water.
After dinner speakers did a great job.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The quality of professors who attended ACIS
organization of conference
good scientific presentations, networking, catch up with colleague, enough time to discuss,
excellent program
The Colloid and Interface Science community. It's a great opportunity to catch up with former
colleagues and others in the area in a less formal setting
Excellent international delegates
A good scientific program and people to interact with.
The variety of talks. The quality of the talks and the delegates. The range of activities. The
'Women in science' forum was a significant step in the right direction. The change in culture to a
more open and inclusive meeting was great
International participation
Broad array of research
Strong international presence.
Not too many themes or parallel sessions.
Some good scientific talk.
Diversity
ACIS was by far the most congenial conference/symposium I have been to and this is largely down
to the friendly and approachable nature of the senior delegates. The field is very collegiate,
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

resulting in a constructive environment for discussion/debate and it would be great to see this
atmosphere maintained into the future as the next generation become senior delegates.
Quality of the speakers and poster presenters.
The most well-organized conference I have attended. The best was that everything was on time
so I could attend all the sessions I wanted to. The venue was also great as well. Thanks so much
for putting it together. Also thank you for not printing the abstracts. I really feel that it is not
necessary and it wastes resources.
Networking
Scientific programme
Bringing new themes to the conference
The scientific presentations, the friendliness of the staff at the venue, the conference dinner
location/catering/speeches/entertainment.
scientific level and format was excellent
Best gender balance yet. Gender panel discussion - let's have this again with at least one nonacademic on the panel
The size of the conference is perfect to enable conversations and networking
Community.
Great talks
Improved atmosphere compared to previous meetings. Easy interaction, interesting
topics/presentations.
ECR session, women in science session, thin liquid films theme, equity policy and the gender
balanced program
A quite good selection of topics and speakers
Very good range of symposia and speakers and good representation of both genders.
Catching up with fellow scientists, seeing amazing research presented, allowing opportunities for
the future to be discussed (career session).
I liked having the tables and chairs instead of the usual rows of seats at conferences because
people could have drinks/laptops/booklets by them, and was more comfortable than the rows of
seats would have been.
I appreciated having the program booklet to reference as well as the online version, abstracts
were fine to leave as online only.
Intensive discussions
Good program and well organized.

What could ACIS 2017 have improved on?
• As an invited speaker, I did not pay conference fees but I suspect this may deter delegates from
attending.
• WIFI and connectivity, and no food poisoning next time please!
• Not much.
• The location. If the conference would have been in a more city area, the accessibility would have
been easier
• resource a bit isolated
• The dinner speeches. They went for far too long, one speech after dinner would have been
sufficient rather than having the two speakers come back again and again. The jokes that they
made were very 'in' jokes that only the people that have been a part of the community for a long
period of time would have found funny. I think a large proportion of the audience that are
relatively new to the community would have been confused by the content and jokes.
• Location relative to town
• A slightly smarter venue though this wasn't a big issue.
• Not much really
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•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

stronger relevance between the science and the relevance of the research to potential impact
- Eliminate bad talks
- Bring in good speakers from outside.
- No food-poisoning.
- Non-provincial approach to conference dinner: Remember: 50 % are form outside and
did not get any of the jokes. Of the 'locals' more than half will be PDs and PhDs
The Wi-Fi service was very disappointed
The conference was somewhat overshadowed in the opening stages by the presentation and
format of the code of conduct. Whilst such a code is useful for outlining what is expected, some
of the proposed behaviour may have been alarming. I might recommend that in future the code
list a number of approachable senior delegates (male and female volunteers) who will make
themselves available in the event that poor behaviour arises and would have the relevant contact
numbers for support services on their person. These delegates could then be identified for
example with different coloured name badges.
The poster session should have been two days and maybe during the breaks instead.
Conference centre
The rather sledge-hammer approach used to deliver the conference 'code of conduct'
expectations, complete with rape crisis hotline number, had the potential to be misinterpreted by
conference attendees. It could have also given international attendees the impression that the
ACIS conference are not safe for some delegates. This code of conduct needs to be reviewed,
reworded, and included in the conference handbook if there are genuine concerns that poor
conduct is such a serious problem at these events.
the location being very nice and quiet was very isolated and public transport poor and expensive.
A shuttle to the city for after the conference every day would make it easier for finding cheaper
places to have dinner or a drink at the end of the day.
We need to make it cheaper. People aren't bringing their students because of the expense. Given
that students can normally get partial funding for international trips, it is more expensive to take
them to ACIS than to ECIS/IACIS/ICC/ACS Colloids/UK Colloids :(
Greater engagement with R&D companies in the program
Air conditioning at the venue
Perhaps an organized event on the free evening because of being a long way from town.
Monday was quite full-on, was getting very tired halfway through the poster session but picked
up for the plenary.
More accessibility of the venue from the airport and to restaurants for dinner.

Would you like to suggest a theme for 2019?
• Yes, I would like a theme on: Applications of colloids and interfaces, such as in reduction of
hydrodynamic drag, enhancing agriculture, food processing.
• Yes, I would like a theme on: As the gaseous nanodomains topic fits well to ACIS orientation, I
suggest to keep it a permanent part of the conference.
• Yes, I would like a theme on: Bring in more theory and numeri’s.
• Yes, I would like a theme on: Catalysis or Nanoscale Phenomena or Solar Energy Systems
• Yes, I would like a theme on: Colloid Science: Linking Fundamentals and Industrial Relevance
• Yes, I would like a theme on: Nano bubble
• Yes, I would like a theme on: Nanobubble
• Yes, I would like a theme on: Particle-stabilised drops and bubbles
• Yes, I would like a theme on: Surface Analysis
• Yes, I would like a theme on: We should repeat biointerfaces
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Are there any exhibitors you would like to see in 2019?
• Yes, I would like to see: Atomic Force Microscopes and Langmuir troughs
• Yes, I would like to see: book/journal editors, chemical companies, more instruments
• Yes, I would like to see: Live AFM demo from one of the big manufacturers.
• Yes, I would like to see: Saitek
Do you have any plenary or keynote speaker recommendations for 2019?
• Yes, I would recommend: Hans-Juergen Butt, Xuehua Zhang, Lyderic Bouquets
• Yes, I would recommend: Jayne Lawrence
• Yes, I would recommend: Kevin Roger from
• Yes, I would recommend: Morgan Alexander - University of Nottingham, Peter Compton University of Newcastle (UK)
• Yes, I would recommend: Prof Per Claassen, Sweden
• Yes, I would recommend: Prof Siegfried Dietrich, for his lifetime contributions to wetting and
capillary interactions
• Yes, I would recommend: Somebody who does supramolecular interactions and nanoparticles
How important are the following things to you? A Symposium App

How important is a Symposium App?
2%

41%

57%

Important

•
•
•

Not Important

Very important

Important, The app used was not that user friendly, but I'm not sure of alternatives. An option to
customise a calendar of preferred talks would be very useful (not sure if this was possible?)
Not Important, It couldn't add individual talks to your planned schedule, so it was back to the
paper version
Very important, Available on both Android and iPhone devices
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How important are the following things to you? An ACIS 2017 Twitter Feed

How Important is a Twitter Feed?
4%
25%

71%

Important

•

Not Important

Very important

Not Important, It's frivolous fun, not important

How important are the following things to you? An ACIS 2017 Facebook page

How Important is an ACIS Facebook Page?
4%
24%

72%

Important

Not Important

Very important
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How important are the following things to you? Other social media (detail in comments below)

How important is other social media?
5%

95%

Important

Not Important

Which would you prefer?

Would you like to see any of the following at future Symposiums? An open forum / discussion as a
session within the program

Would you like an open forum / discussion as a
session within the program?

36%
50%

14%

I don't know

No

Yes
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•
•

I don't know, could be OK if organised well
Yes, the equity forum worked well. Something like that again but on a different topic.

Would you like to see any of the following at future Symposiums? A commercial type session e.g. to
include presentations from patent attorneys, CSIRO development managers or science directors?

Would you like to see a commercial type session?

16%

49%

35%

I don't know

•
•
•
•
•

No

Yes

Yes, this could be very interesting if done well. It could also be a waste of time
Yes, it may be helpful, but it depends on the style of performance
No, focus on the science is a strength of this meeting
Yes, from CEO of major R&D companies, say BASF
No, Clearly not!

What elements of other conferences / symposiums have you particularly liked, that could be
incorporated into future ACIS Symposiums?
• More open space areas to sit and talk with others.
• half-day sightseeing trip to explore the location
• I like 'elevator pitches' from poster presenters, but with 40 - 50 posters this would take a lot of
time.
• I had once a standing conference diner where it was easier to move around and interact with
other people. I really enjoyed it.
• speed presentations from sponsors (about new instruments, techniques etc) - this encourages
delegates to visit the stands.
• Career Fair?
• contests of videos or pictures (like gallery of fluid motion in APS)
• Networking evenings with journal editors
• bulk nanobubble session
• 1 complimentary drink ticket to be used at the end of the final session every day - this gives a
chance for discussions after the talks of that day. If the tickets are not used, then the conference
does not need to pay for the drinks.
• Industry based sessions - i.e. industry scientists and/or university researchers talking about their
collaborative research
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Would you be willing to assist with the organisation of ACIS 2019?
• Kathryn Jarvis
• Possibly, Charl Faul
• Nicky Thomas
• Jose Manuel Encarnacion Escobar
• Gunther Andersson
• Grant Webber
• Graeme Gillies
Are there any other comments you wish to add about any aspect of ACIS 2017 or future Symposiums?
• Thanks to the organisers!
• Thank you tulips!
• keep up the great work
• It was a very good conference, thanks to all who organised!
• Overall an excellent conference, the first ACIS I ever attended, but makes me seriously consider
attending the next one.
• The atmosphere was positive, and the international attendance was engaging.
• Great job Sarah and Jane.
• Congratulations on an outstanding conference
• If a secluded venue is to be chosen for the conference, then all meals should be included or
transport options into town should be given for dinner.
Bus transfers from the airport to the accommodation would be helpful if a regional place is
chosen - there were not enough taxis available from Coffs Harbour airport to the conference
venue, making it difficult to get to the hotel.
I would have liked to help assist with the conference organization, but this is difficult from
Japan....
• (This survey should be anonymous)
• The registration fee is so expensive. The attendance of the symposium requires a lot of money,
adding travel fees.
I think the symposium can be held at university of Sydney.
It is very convenient for participants from other countries. We can find cheap hotels there.
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Appendix 2: Twitter feed
1. Anna Waterhouse @_DrWaterhouse Feb 2
Great conference, thanks to the organizers and for the opportunity to present and be on the Student
and ECR panel #ACIS2017
0 replies1 retweet 2 likes
Repl y

Retweet

2.

Bryan Coad @DrBryanCoad Feb 2
Bye Coffs Harbour. Thanks to all delegates for making #ACIS2017 such a fantastic success!

0 replies0 retweets 1 like
Repl y

Retweet

Li ke

3.

Nicky Thomas @NickyDThomas Feb 2
Replying to @BenBoyd_Monash

Meet the Boyd Group #ACIS2017
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0 replies0 retweets 2 likes
Repl y

4.

Nicky Thomas @NickyDThomas Feb 2
4 days of excellent talks and networking coming to an end #ACIS2017. Thanks to the organisers.
0 replies0 retweets2 likes
Repl y

Retweet

5.

Ben Boyd @BenBoyd_Monash Feb 2
Loving the science, sun and surf at #ACIS2017
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1 reply1 retweet4 likes
Repl y

6.

Stuart Prescott @SWPrescott Feb 2
Final talk of the conference and with microscopy images worth waiting for! Well done Haiqiao Wang
and @SoftMatterHackr #acis2017
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0 replies0 retweets1 like
Repl y

Retweet

Li ke

7.

Bryan Coad @DrBryanCoad Feb 2
@AliSeyfoddin is lucky last presenting research on encapsulation technologies for aquaculture
#ACIS2017
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1 reply2 retweets1 like
Repl y

8.

Stuart Prescott @SWPrescott Feb 2
Paul Mulvaney with amazing arrays of gold nanorods arranged with nanometric precision over square
centimetres. Beautiful images! #acis2017
0 replies0 retweets1 like

9.

Stuart Prescott @SWPrescott Feb 2
Nice macroRAFT work for stabilising and then polymerising HIPEs, from @thickettlab #acis2017
1 reply1 retweet0 likes
Repl y

Repl y

Retweet

Li ke

10. AXAA follows

Karyn Jarvis @dr_kazzah Feb 1
The #acis2017 conference dinner musician had a guide dog!
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11.

Ali Seyfoddin @AliSeyfoddin Feb 1
Fantastic dinner and conference #ACIS2017
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0 replies0 retweets2 likes
Repl y

Retweet
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12.

Connal Group @connalgroup Feb 1
#acis2017 nice spot for a conference dinner.

0 replies1 retweet4 likes
Repl y

Retweet

13.

Karyn Jarvis @dr_kazzah Feb 1
The prettiest conference dinner I've ever been to! #acis2017
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0 replies3 retweets4 likes
Repl y

Retweet

14.

Ingo Koeper @ikoeper Feb 1
Beautiful setting for the #ACIS2017 conference dinner. #itsahardlife #lovemywork

0 replies0 retweets7 likes
Repl y

Retweet
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Li ke

15.

Alison Tasker @alisont1609 Feb 1
It's an honour and privilege to have been elected to the board of directors of ACIS #ACIS2017
#colloids #UQ
0 replies0 retweets3 likes

16.

Stuart Prescott @SWPrescott Feb 1
Talks written in beamer and carrying GitHub URLs ... Always a good sign! Well done Virginia Mazzini
#acis2017
0 replies0 retweets0 likes
Repl y

Retweet

Li ke

17.

Shaun Hendy @hendysh Feb 1
@GeoffWillmott telling #acis2017 about how his research contributed to the Chappell-Hadlee win on
Monday

1 reply4 retweets11 likes
Repl y

Li ke
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18.

Stuart Prescott @SWPrescott Feb 1
Great insight into plasma polymer surfaces by @dr_kazzah #acis2017

3 replies1 retweet3 likes
Repl y

19.

Bryan Coad @DrBryanCoad Feb 1
@dr_kazzah giving a great overview of tools and technologies available using plasma at ANFF-Vic
@Swinburne #ACIS2017
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1 reply2 retweets2 likes
Repl y

20.

Bryan Coad @DrBryanCoad Feb 1
Gleb Yakubov giving an interesting perspective on plant research and biointerfaces using mucilage
@PlantCellWalls #ACIS2017
0 replies1 retweet1 like
Repl y

Retweet

21.

Karyn Jarvis @dr_kazzah Jan 31
@DrBryanCoad presenting on bioconjugation reactions at #ACIS2017
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0 replies0 retweets1 like
Repl y

Retweet

Li ke

1

22.

Simply Rheology @SimplyRheology Jan 31
Best resolution, smallest footprint! Meet SAXSpoint 2.0 #saxs #acis2017 ow.ly/dN2S308y5KS
http://

0 replies0 retweets0 likes
Repl y

Retweet

Li ke

23.

Bryan Coad @DrBryanCoad Jan 31
Lara Gamble starting off biointerfaces today talking about cell and tissue imaging #ACIS2017
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0 replies5 retweets4 likes
Repl y

Retweet

24.

Shaun Hendy @hendysh Jan 31
Summary slide from an excellent talk on gender diversity in science by @Jenny_STEM #ACIS2017
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1 reply14 retweets15 likes
Repl y

25.

Shaun Hendy @hendysh Jan 31
Senior scientists should take the #PanelPledge @Jenny_STEM #ACIS2017
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0 replies5 retweets4 likes
Repl y

Retweet

26.

Patrick Spicer @SoftMatterHackr Jan 31
The @russcrawford group's antibacteria tech, mimic of dragonfly wing scales w/just physical effect,
may prevent implant infection #ACIS2017
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1 reply3 retweets3 likes
1
Repl y

Retweet

3
Li ke

3

27.

Stuart Prescott @SWPrescott Jan 31
Replying to @ikoeper

… and here it is! @ikoeper talking about tethered membranes. Great talk! Although promised shorts
are hiding behind the lectern #ACIS2017

0 replies1 retweet1 like
Repl y

Retweet
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28.

Ingo Koeper @ikoeper Jan 31
After 7 years I know have completely arrived in Australia. About to give my first ever conference talk in
shorts at #ACIS2017
1 reply0 retweets8 likes
Repl y

29.

Patrick Spicer @SoftMatterHackr Jan 31
Haven't we all asked ourselves at some point: Why bicontinuous cubic phases?? Slide credit Sampa
Sarkar #ACIS2017

1 reply0 retweets4 likes
Repl y

30.

Patrick Spicer @SoftMatterHackr Jan 31
Ben Boyd, king of #cubosomes, gives a masterclass in self-assembly research that saves lives at
#ACIS2017, super work w/ @gatesfoundation .
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1 reply0 retweets1 like
31. AXAA follows
Repl y

Karyn Jarvis @dr_kazzah Jan 30
Feeding vegemite for the first time to visiting US academic #ACIS2017

1 reply1 retweet5 likes
Repl y

32.

Karyn Jarvis @dr_kazzah Jan 30
Ben Boyd from @MIPS_Australia talking milk digestion using SAXS at @aus_synchrotron #ACIS2017
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0 replies1 retweet2 likes
Repl y

Retweet

33.

Vince @vincecraig4 Jan 30
#ACIS2017 Doris Vollmer kicking off the thin liquid films and surface coatings session with a great
lecture on drops on superhydrophobic s
0 replies0 retweets1 like
Repl y

Retweet

Li ke

34.

Simply Rheology @SimplyRheology Jan 30
Pick up a copy of The SAXS Guide from Anton Paar at Booth 2 #ACIS2017 #saxs
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0 replies0 retweets0 likes
Repl y

Retweet

Li ke

35.

Stuart Prescott @SWPrescott Jan 30
Wonderful lecture from Greg Warr. Congratulations on the honour as Alexander lecturer #acis2017
0 replies0 retweets1 like

36.

Ingo Koeper @ikoeper Jan 30
Wondering if @realDonaldTrump knows how much material he gives for puns, even at scientific
conferences #ACIS2017 "biggest attendance ever"
0 replies2 retweets3 likes
Repl y

Retweet

37.

Bryan Coad @DrBryanCoad Jan 30
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Greg Warr presenting the Alexander lecture at #ACIS2017

0 replies1 retweet2 likes
Repl y

Retweet

1
Li ke

2

38.

Bryan Coad @DrBryanCoad Jan 30
#ACIS2017. 3 words. Deep. Fried. Cheese. !!
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0 replies2 retweets7 likes
Repl y

Retweet

39.

Bryan Coad @DrBryanCoad Jan 30
Hongfang Wang from @UniSAFII doing a great job explaining her poster on surface forces.
@ScienceByDRE @NicoVoelcker #ACIS2017
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0 replies1 retweet2 likes
Repl y

Retweet

40.

Stuart Prescott @SWPrescott Jan 30
Plasma destruction of biofilms by Goldina Kwandou and Pat Spicer, nice work @felisegoldina
@SoftMatterHackr from @UNSWEngineering #acis2017
0 replies1 retweet2 likes
Repl y

Retweet

41.

Stuart Prescott @SWPrescott Jan 30
Tam Greaves from RMIT talks about the "next 1200 SAXS samples"... I'll just be happy not to have to
analyse those data #acis2017
0 replies0 retweets1 like
Repl y

Retweet

Li ke

42.

Karyn Jarvis @dr_kazzah Jan 30
@SWPrescott Talking about polymer brushes #ACIS2017
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0 replies1 retweet2 likes
Repl y

Retweet

43.

Vince @vincecraig4 Jan 29
#ACIS2017 has started with a fantastic engaging talk by Kathleen Stebe.
0 replies0 retweets1 like
Repl y

44.

Patrick Spicer @SoftMatterHackr Jan 29
Kate Stebe kicks off #ACIS2017 with a talk on inclusions in soft matter.

0 replies0 retweets5 likes
Repl y

Retweet

Li ke
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45.

Ingo Koeper @ikoeper Jan 29
#ACIS2017 is about to start. Good that I still have 24h to get my talk ready...
0 replies0 retweets3 likes
Repl y

Retweet

Li ke

46.

SimonC @simoncorrie Jan 29
#ACIS2017 about to start at beautiful Coffs Harbour just down the road from the #bigbanana
1 reply3 retweets3 likes
Repl y

47.

Vince @vincecraig4 Jan 29
#ACIS2017
0 replies0 retweets1 like
Repl y

48.

Ali Seyfoddin @AliSeyfoddin Jan 29
How often would you find a sunscreen in the conference bag? They've got their priorities right!
#ACIS2017 #summer #coffs
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0 replies2 retweets9 likes
Repl y

Retweet

49.

Vince @vincecraig4 Jan 29
#ACIS2017 is ready to go
0 replies0 retweets1 like
Repl y

Retweet

Li ke

50.

Ali Seyfoddin @AliSeyfoddin Jan 29
Arrived @OpalCoveResort1 for #ACIS2017. It's hot here
0 replies0 retweets3 likes
Repl y

Retweet

Li ke
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51.

Amin Khodabandeh @PolyAmin Jan 28
Going to ACIS 2017 (the eigth biennial Australian Colloid and Interface Symposium). First experience
as a committee member. #ACIS2017
0 replies1 retweet5 likes
Repl y

Retweet
Repl y

52.

Bryan Coad @DrBryanCoad Jan 26
Weather in Coffs Harbour looks great for #ACIS2017

1 reply2 retweets2 likes
Repl y

53.

Gunther Andersson @gunthand Jan 25
#ACIS2017
0 replies0 retweets0 likes
Repl y

Retweet

Li ke

54.

Bryan Coad @DrBryanCoad Jan 25
The Australasian Colloid and Interface Society conference is starting in 4 days. #ACIS2017
goo.gl/BO890I
https://
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0 replies1 retweet3 likes
Repl y

Amin Khodabandeh @PolyAmin 26 Jul 2016
More
Join me for this event: ACIS 2017 #ACIS2017 cvent.com/d/lfq3yk?lang=
http://www.

en&s ms=2&c n=gqJeRg-R6kya6GEOtj 7Z6g

…

0 replies1 retweet1 like
Repl y

Retweet
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